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work. As well as lecturing on
and off campus, this chair-
holder will be available to stu-
dents for possfble independent
studies work. He could also
possibly teach one course a
semester.
The chair of Christian Political
Research and Analysis implies
exactly that--research and analy-
sis in the politics of today, the
Christian's responsibility in it,
and a Christian alternative in
politics.
The Faculty chair will allow
one faculty member each year
to do special research and wri-
ting as well as prepare a general
lecture or two for the student
body and the faculty, or lectures
in special areas.
'!he Visiting Lecturer chair in-
volves bringing renowned scho-
lars to campus. '!he work of the
visiting scholar depends on the
special knowledge and work he is
involved in. and how that would
be valuable to Dordt. "'!his
Lectureship Institute is going to
march 15, 1979dordt college, sioux center, iowa
ging gaps between academic community and constituency- ,
ntly, the Board of Trust-
!lordt approved the conceot
turesnlp Institute, which will
osed of a certain number
chairs. A lecture chair
itlon which a scholar is ap-
to for the purpose of en-
in research and making this
tiOD available through lee-
andpublications.
was proposed (by Rev. Haan)
Iy approved by the Board,
t eventually there wUl be
e chairs. Each one of
airs will have its own re-
illties and duties. There will
ir on Christian Perspectives,
OD Ahraham Kuyper Prin-
a Christian Political Research
lysis chair, a Faculty chair.
chair for a Visiting Lecturer.
, lite chairs are .not going
led at the same time; only
and personnel become a-
e, It is hoped, by Rev. Haan
s, that three chairs .can
IIshed by the beginning of
school year .
or two of these chairs will
different person appointed
year. while the other s wUl
er appointments. Each of
s could involve having the
teach a course or two each
semester.
The Lectureship Institute will
be financed by donors. Af no time
is the Institute to be financed by
the operating budget of the col-
lege. Already, two people have
shown interest in endowing one
chair apiece for over $100,000.
As mentioned earlier. each
chair wUl have its own respon-
siblllties and duties. The per-
son holding the Christian Per-
spectives chair will speak in
churches, address teachers
and parents groups, speak at
youth'conferences, etc.; pro-
moting the idea of Christian
higher education. This person
will also deliver a lecture or
two each semester on campus.
He wUl also work with the others
In the Lectureship Institute. pro-
ducing and editing materials for
the Dordt press and organizing
the lecture program on campus.
This chair and the other chairs
will also be working on provid-
ing KDCR with broadcast mater-
ial.
The person holding the Abra-
ham Kuyper Principia chair will
be expected to bring our library
holdings on Kuyper up-to-date
and write on Kuyper's life and
by John Poter
bring scholars here whom we
otherwise wouldn't be able to
attract, " said Rev. Haan, the
~originator of the concept,
A committee has been set up,
consisting of the President of the
college, the -Dean of Students. the
Vice- President for Academic Af-
fairs, and five faculty members.
This committee's duties will be
~to closely and clearly define the
organization, structure and pol-
icies of the Lectureship Institute,
as well as to define exactly how
the Lectureship Institute is going
to tie into the academic and cur-
ricular program of the college.
CONTINUED ON PAGE EIGHT
Beginning on January 1, 1979,
there will be some changes in the
U. S. government regulations af-
fecting F -1 students. The changes
concern permission to stay in the
U. S. ~ and permission to accept
off-campus employment. The pur-
pose of this memo is to explain
these changes to you, and make
clear your responsibilities under
them.
Permission to Sgut in the U. S.
Under the Old re ati ons , F-I
students entering the U. S. were
given permission to remain here
for a maximum period of one year.
(The date' of expiration of the per-
mission to stay is shown on the
student's Form 1-94, the small,
white piece of paper that is stapled
into the student's passport.) If
they stayed in the U. S. more than
one year, they were required to ap-
ply each year for an extension of
their permission to stay.
Under the newregulations, many
F -1 students wiil not be required
to apply for an extension of stay
each year. These are students who
(1) are beginning or continuing
study programs that wiil last more
than one year and who (2) agree
to keep their passports valid for
at least six months into the future.
(Not necessary for Canadian stud-
ents . ) F -1 students meeting these
two conditions will be given per-
mission to stay in the U. S. so long
as they are registered for a full
course of study at the institution
they were authorized to attend,
and they keep their passports valid.
The Forms I -94 of students in
this situation will be marked
"D/S ", and wiil show a date on
which permission to stay in the U. S.
expires. "DIS" means "duration
New regulations for Canadians--------------...,-----".






























Social Service Program Majors meeting. CI60
Lecture: Mr. J. Pclet on "Worker Self Manage-
ment and Employee Motivation", CI60 r
FEEdub Spring Banquet, NW Commons
Film: "The Other Side of the Mountain", Cl60
Edgerton Band Concert
Central College Players: "An Evening with Oscar
Wilde" , New World Theater
Social Service Club meeting, C203
Spring Break begins
Concert: The King's Choraliers, Dordt Chapel-
Aud.
Travelogue: "All About England", Gym
Classes resume
CMA Chemistry Seminar, 54
Winter Band Concert, Dordt Chapel-Aud.
Film: "The Front", cren





of status "; "D/S" on an F-l stud- ..-
ent'e Form I-94 means that the
student has permission to stay in
the U. S. so long as he or she meets
the two conditions specified above,
as well as the other conditions of
student status. Those conditions
.are filing an alien address report
each January, not accepting an-
authorized employment, and not
transferring schools without auth-
onzation from the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS).
Dordt College is required by the
regulations to notify the INS when
an F -1 student is not enroiled full
time. The Admissions Office is
responsible for record-keeping on
F -1 students, will make periodic
reviews of registration records ,
and will notify the INS when a
student has stopped attending Dordt
or is registered for less than a
fuli course of study. Students whose
academic programs do not require I
fulltime registration, such as ad-
vanced graduate students, should
make arrangements with Mr. Hall,
the Foreign Student Advisor, in
order to remain in good standing.
The new regulation should reduce
the amount of paperwork required
of most F -1 students by making it
necessary to apply for an extension
of stay each year.
F -1 students will have these
responzibilities:
- -Keep passports valid
-Maintain full-time enrollment
- -Do not accept off-campus em-
ployment without INS authorf -
zation
--Do not transfer to another U.S.
school without INS permission
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Guest editorial
FEBRUARY 17. 1979--CIDNA
INVADES VIETNAM AND PUSHES
TEN KlLdMETERS INTO THE
COUNTRY.
This news and Its impllcations
caused much concern throughout
the world. Why had Vietnam in-
vaded Cambodia in the first place?
Why had China invaded Vietnam?
Will all the fighting lead to World
War Three? What would happen
if the SOviet Union attacked and
captured part of China? Will the
U.S. get involved? What is hap-
pening now that China is with-
drawing? What does it mean?
Vietnam's reasons for invading
Cambodia are not known. Cam-
bodia's government was very in-
humane and rebels within the
country were trying to oust this
pro-Cl1l.nese government. It is pos-
sible that Vietnam invaded in sym-
pathy for the oppressed Cambodil¥'s.
Maybe they saw Cambodia as beitjg
weak because of its internal strug-
gles, and decided this was the
best time for them to move in
and gain control for themselves.
Whatever the reason. Russia
saw that if It helped Vietnam now,
It could expect Vietnamese sup-
port sometime in the future. As
Skillen says, "Part of what Rus-
sia wants, just like the United
States wants. is some kind of per-
imeter of potential control of the
world. 11
China's reasons for attacking
Vietnam are as mysterious. The
reason China itself gave was that
it was punishment for the attack on
Cambodia, but this does not seem
very plausible. since China has
never real! y been concerned about
Cambodia.
It has, though. always consid-
ered itself the "Big Daddy" in
SOutheast Asia, and has consider-
ed the countrles around it to be
military dependents. Now that
Vietnam has become a significant
power of its own, China may be
afraid of losing face and respon-
sibllity, and so attacked Vietnam
more out of self-Interest than any
interest in Cambodia.
Another motive for the Chinese
attack may have been its know-
ledge of Russia's relation to Viet-
nam. It fears a potential SOviet-
SOutheast Asia alliance which
would surround China with pro-
Struggling with China and Vietnam
SOviet countries. China's war with
Vietnam is like China and the SO-
viet Union meeting on a small
bridge; one of them is going to fall.
If the SOviet Union becomes in-
volved in the war, it could get
bogged down supplying men and
arms. just like the United States
did in recent history. It would
then lose face in the world. just
as the U. S. experienced.
On the other hand, China could
lose badly in a full scale war. It
has a virtnally endless supply of
manpower. and so could hold its
own in a guerrilla -type ground
war. But. if the war escalated to
a sea and air battle, China would
not be able to compete and would
be badly beaten.
A fourth possible reason for
China's attack is that it is try-
ing to maintain its nationallst pride.
In face of its turntng away from
self-sufficiency and towards de-
pendency on Western socleties for
increased economic growth. China
is trying to.maintain the people's
loyalty by showing itself as strong
in war.
The possibllity of the SOutheast
Asian conflict leading to a major
world war seems remote. The
U. S. involvement in Vietnam did
not erupt into a major war be-
CaJJSe no country really wants a
major world war-> a war which
would llkely involve nuclear arms.
Most countrles would rather lose
face in the world than become in-
volved in a nuclear war. There
is a possibility that a major war
could occur between two countries.
such as China and the SOviet Union.
but. with a lot of diplomatic effort,
the rest of the world would stay
out of such a confltct,
The SOviets neither want to llght
with, nor gain any control of China
for two reasons. It would mean
losing face among all the commu-
nist countries in the world. The
communist ideal of a common .
brotherhood of communist peoples
does not involve a control of all
communists by the SOviets. It
would also be impossible for the
SOviets to maintain any control in
China. because the Chinese hate-
the SO,Yiets and would resist any
SOviet-backed government.
U. S. involvement In SOutheast
Asia is not likely because it rea-
lizes that it now holds a more lim-
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ited position in the world- - It is
no longer the only super power"
The U. S. does not have to be in-
volved in this conllict because it
has no friends involved and be-
cause it is not obligated to supply
arms to anyone involved. It can
have its own impact on the sttua-
tionowithout havilig any real re-
sponsibillty; it is finally in a more
neutral position in a conflict. Ac-
cording to Skillen. it now can stay
out of the conflict and let com-
munism condemn itself, so to
speak. China and the SOviet Union
both are showing imperialist ten-
dencies, an unhealthy situation
for the world. The U.S •• though.
- must also realize that its own
economic and military imperial-
ism is not healthy for the world.
The latest news. that China be-
gan to withdraw from Vietnam on
March 5. raises more questions.
Why withdraw? It could be that
China is trying to prevent a con-
flict with the SOviets. The SOvieth
wlll see it as China becoming
scared of the SOviet Union. Pos-
sibly. China is allowing Vietnam
.a chance to save face and withdraw
from C'ambodia, always, of course,
being ready to attack again if Viet-
nam does not leave. SO far Viet-
nam has remained defiant.
What has been the result of the
war and the invasion? The Chris-
tian Science Monitor of March 7.
1979 says. "The main Chinese
\ victory has been to demonstrate
around the world that it is not
afraid to use mllitary force. China
has shown that a weaker power
can. for a short time at least. force
down a. cautious SOviet Union and
attack its treaty partner without
retaliation. "
The Chinese have not been clear
as to how they have punished
Vietnam by the war. and it re-
mains to be seen what happens in
the future.
Vietnam. in allowing the Chinese
to peacefully withdraw, may be
giving the opportunity for nego-
tiations towards a peaceful set-
tlement of the Ciunbodian situa-
tion.
The world around us is changing:
the super powers are no longer
super powers. Joseph Harsch
says in the Christian Science
Moniter of March 9. 1979, "MoS-
cow could not deter China, China
could not intimidate Vietnam,
Vietnam could not dominate SOU!h-
east Asla--and the United StateS
is not the oniy power which can
no Ionger have its way anytime.
anywhere. "
Itwill remain to be seen in the
next few weeks what will happen
in SOutheast Asia. Will the war
continue? Will a peaceful settle-
ment occur? Will the SOviet Union
now try to punish China? What
will happen to Cambodia now?































letters to the edRor..
I have just llnished reading the
March 1 issue of The DIamond
and was finally prompted to say
something about Phil Weaver's
articles. I have been on slow
simmer since he started writ-
ing and his last "Inklings" col-
umn put me on full boll.
I'm wondering what kind of
place this campus would be like
if it was all people interested
only in "philosophical underly-
ing perspectives." I'm also won-
dering why Mr. Weaver chose
Dordt to be the one concerned
with philosophy rather than Cal-
vin where our denominational
seminary is located. Why not
have the "philosophy college"
and seminary located in one
place? Why did Mr. Weaver
choose Dordt's philosophy pro-
gram over Calvin' s?
Why should Trinity take on the
vocational and technical areas
when DJrdt is centered in an
area concerned with agriculture?
Why should all education people
be forced to go to Calvin for the
"academics" if they prefer a
smaller. personalized college
to a large college
and campus where you are sus-
_ceptible to becoming a number
The Diamond is published by the students at Dordt College. These
students are a part of a wider Christian community which looks to
J ems as the Truth. We are striving to develop journalism which pro-
claims the Lordship of Jesus Christ. Individual opintons may v:hy,
but we hope that the communication of these ideas will stimulate
growth in the Christi~n community.
rather than a person.
I think Mr. Weaver has blocked
out the fact that courses of study
are not the only reasons students
attend a particular college. Size,
location and personnel are also
factors. Coming from a smaller
community Iwas more inter-
ested in a smaller college. I
was also interested in the music
program, and from the people
I had talked to and literature I
had read, Dordt came out on top
for what I was looking for.
If students were forced to go to
a certain college I dare say en-
rollment may drop to such le-
vels that it might not be econ-
omically feasible to run the col-
leges. And if We were to follow
Mr. Weaver's plan should not all
tuition, room and board costs be
identical as to take all competi-
tion out of the programs?
r believe Mr. Weaver should con-
sider the purpose of a lour-year
liberal arts Christian college.
I hope our colleges never reach
such a point as to ta lee away our
individual freedom of choice and
our chance t obtai a COl 1
liberal arts ducarion .
Rochelle Schlebou
letters con'
and letters to the Editor
Editor:
d with interest Mr. Wea-
s critique of the Theater,Arts
tment's production of Dr.
and Mr , Hyde. Since my
is that many irate critics
e critic may now begin to
que the critique, I think now
be a good time to share a
Ideas on criticizing.
st of all, let me say that I
criticism to be an essen-
t of education as well as
stic endeavors. Mere par-
tion in theatrical productions
t yield the understanding
ary to practice and evalu-
art of theater more effec-
• Without criticism we will
prove. The critic assumes
Ie of analyst and seeks to
Ine what took place from
actor's and the audience's
of view. The critic shou Id
all the aspects of the
tlon. The critic fosters
stsnd1ng of the method of
as well as knowledge of
y actors gtve to an audl-
The actor has the task and
s1bUityto make choices
be creative; therefore, the
's task is to evaluate wheth-
notthe actor (and director,
made the best choices for
cular situation (in this
a college production given
in an educational setting). All of
this is done for the actor's as well
as the audience' s benefit.
With the above in mind then, I
believe the purpose of criticism
should be to build up-> not to
tear down. Therefore, criticism
must be constructive-- not de-
structive. In other words, what
was done right and what can be
done for iinprovement.
A few other things that should
characterize criticism, in my
opinion, are the following:
1) Empathy and knowledge-- the
critic must understand theater
and the' process of theater in,
the setting In which it finds it-
self (in this case, an educa-
tional setting with college stu-
dents, some of whom are act-
ing for the first time).
2) Authenticity-- the critic must
communicate a genuine and
sincere interest in the well- be-
ing of the person being critiqued.
3) Tentativeness- - a critique Is
an interpretation of the theatri-
cal performance, not a self-
evident fact.
4) Strengths and talent shown--
in building someone up con-
structively, we build upon
strengths and talents. Even
when an actor gives a disastrous
performance (which, in my
opinion, no actor did in the
last play) It is possible to
critique that actor or a com-
pany with underutillzing:
sti:engths and talent shown.
I hope Mr. Weaver goes on cri-
tiquing theater. I admire his
effort and wish other students
would risk negative public opin-
ion to develop their skills and
talents, At the same time, I would
urge all of us to be very care-
ful to use only constructive cri-
ticism -- building each other up
as we learn together.
Lugene Vanden Bosch
Dear Editor:
I realize what a difficult job it
Is to put out a well-wrttrenstu-
dent newspaper every two weeks
and a shortage of subject matter
andfiJr writers may account for
the caliber of Ibll Weaver's re-
view column. Certainly we can-
not expect an expert on theatre
arts and music at Dordt to spend
his time writing about the pro-
ductions, because such an expert
will, no doubt, be a part of such
productions. So we must settle
for a less-than-expert opinion
for reviews since our student
body has diverse but limited re-
sources.
Of course, when a critic dis-
agrees with you, it can be irri-
tating just like any contrary op-
imon. Disagreement Is not my
reason for writing this letter,
although It seems to be the gen-
eral tone of most recent letters
to the editor. Any critic is en-
titled to his opinion.
However, a critic should have
some background on the subject
to make his critique credible.
It's insulting to read a criticism
based on error, misinterpre-
tation, or worse yet, ignorance.
especlally when the reader is
aware of the shortcoming. Such
criticism insults any reader who
may be more or less Informed on
the subject, and it especially in-
sults the performer who Is misre-
presented to all the readers.
To avoid sounding petty, Iwon't
cite any examples here; suffice
it to say that I have noticed such
deficiencies In Weaver's column
from "The King and 1", all the
way down to "The Strange Case
of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." 1
would suggest that Weaver do his
"homework" more thoroughly,
which doe s not mean he should
poll the student body and parrot
their opinions. If he is not wlll-
lng to learn more about his sub-
jects so he can critique with
authority, find yourself an expert
on the subject to take his place.
Val Zandstra
e Bookman enjoys his books
n De Young has been
College since 1958 .. He
1Ilhis B.A. and taught
, Biology, Physics and
Science. During the
s and during one year on
absence he finished his
!'h.D.
s the Nebraska Book
y leased space and pro-
bookstore. It wasn't very
fU1 and during the spring
f1975 they moved out.
boughtwhat was left and
, De Young if he would
ge of it.
states "It has always
dream of mine to open a
bookstore, but it was
Ididn't dare do. "
is employed by Dordt
t-time teacher in Me-
~~
Photo By Ar]yn Slagter
chanical Drawing, the head of
the audio visual section In the
media center, the man who makes
up the schedules, and as the Book-
man.
Rev. B. J. Haan says, "when
De Young came he was willing to'
do all kinds of teaching loads.
When the radio station began,
he checked out the equipment.
He fulfilled the demands of Fed-
eral Communications Commission
for a licensed engineer." Haan .
adds that "much credit must be
given to De Young for the first-
class bookstore he helped to bring
about. "
The purpose of the Dordt Book-
store, as told by De Young, "is to
supply textbooks and other sup-
plies that kids need. Thev need
more than just textbooks- -other
points of view to supplement their
courses and free tiine reading'. "
He continues to sa y that "the
__ Dordt bookstore can playa
broader role In the commiintty,
I don't know if the community is
large enough to support a book-
store outside of the campus. The
other bookstore in Sloux Center
is a Christian Bookstore, You
expect certain kinds of things in
a Christian bookstore--Sunday
school matertalss- Church books,
vacahon Bible School supplies,
etc. We're a general full ser-
vice bookstore. We carry all
books from all publishers and In
all subjects. A Christian book-
store is almost liinlted to just
Christian authors.
De Young has another dream--
to expand the bookstore. He ex-
plains, "The reason to expand
Is because we have no work-
space. For example, now we
should be working on returning
books, but we can't work in the
aisles with all the traffic In them.
Additional space would give us
room for storage an d. shipping.
More room would also increase
our efficiency; we would be able
to have more things and more'
choice. "
If the Dordt Bookstore expanded,
De Young says, "1 don't think it
should leave the SUB ; it gener-
ates money for the SUB. " Be-
cause the bookstore has revenue
coming in, it pays rent to Dordt
to help cover expenses for the
Student Union Building. "Also,
in the SUB, it's near the kids'
mail boxes and the snack bar. "
When Bob Klein, senior, was
asked what he thought about the
By Anya Seerve Id
Dordt bookstore, he said, "I'm
glad It's there. If you need things
in an emergency it's convenient.
I never buy paperbacks there, but
that's because I don't read much.
I do buy Ink pens and drawing
paper, posters and some re-
cords at the bookstore. I got my
coat for half price and that was
pretty good. Iwish they had
more records, but they do have
spectal orders , You just have to
ask. Before, I never had time
to browse In the bookstore; this
year I do and I really enjoy it. "
Myra Albers, Sophomore, says,
"The bookstore is expensive be-
cause they can't buy stuff in big
quantities. They can't avoid that.
I buy some things there, like
paper and stuff like that. I don't
buy things like film and tooth-
paste there because It's more
expensive than in town. They
do do a pretty good job of trying
to keep the prices down, They
do a really good job about being
friendly. "
"I don't buy much there because
I can buy things cheaper some-
where else, " says freshman
Heidi Zinkand, "I do buy small
things, which are normally priced
at the bookstore because it's
handy to have it right there. They
do have some great sales, like
thepast record sale was excellent.
I'd be glad to see the bookstore
expand. I love browsing in book-
stores and so would appreciate
more choice. "
Under the capable and many tal-
ented hand of Dr. De Young, the
Dordt Bookstore continues to ca-
ter to the many and varied de-
mands of the student body and the
community .
. .
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Newsbriefs
The deadline for the Mr.
Seven Writing Contest is April 1.
All those wishing to enter should
submit their collection of writings
to Mr. Jack VandenBerg of the
English department
Anyone interested in the pes-
ition of EDITOR of the Diamond
for the '79 -' 80 school year is
asked to submit a position paper
by April Ifl, 1979. Present mem-
bers of the Diamond staff may
submit nominations for the pos-
ition also.
Ah! the joy of preparing f(
Verlyn Van Ee takes a moment out of his hectic schedule to practice his surfing. "Laa
weekend was a really good opportunity to practice, " states Verlyn, "Why, those drifts
were the highest I've ever seen." Isn't it a bit chilly outside, Verlyn? "Are you kid-
ding? Just look at me ..• 1 topped that wave ... 1 mean drift ... without any effort at alll"
Good grief! An igloo
on campus? Must be
those little Canucks--
trying to remInd the
American" populace
of Dordt that Canad-
ians really do exist.
Or could it Qe that
Spring Fever has
brought with it a





in local town offices
for the construction
of the odd building.
Constructers of the
monstroclty are ho-







the world with only
22 mUlion inhabitants"
photos by Arlyn Slagter, Corwin Slagter,
and Dave Mulder
.... .. ; __ ·_ .. ,w ..........
II-deserved Spring Break
Has Spring Fever finally brought students to the brink of self destruction?
DIamond photographers watched in horror as two students leaped from the
SUB last week. Both students survived the leap and told weak-kneed re-
porters that they were merely practicing for Spring Break. The two stud-
ents plan to explore Iowa to di6cover if there really are hUis higher than
anthills.
lie wondering what I am doing •.. right? I could be sliding on my back-side using
tional tnstruments. I could be engaging in skin to snow contact in order N
L aesthetic experience of winter. I could be in the middle of a usual back-
e, resulting from a cloddish manoever on my part. You get one guess. Have
? You're all wrong. I'm practicing for Spring Break. Hill discovery in Iowa.
Hug-a-linguist
days with Boonstra
April 10 and 11 are "Hug-a-
Linguist" days at Dordt College
and Dr. Harry Boonstra will be
here to lecture on various aspects
of lingulstics.
Boonstra is a graduate of Calvin
College and earned his Ph. D. at
the Free UIrlversity in Amster-
dam with a thesis on "The Re-
ception of T. S. Eliot in the Ne-
therlands." He taught English
and Library Science at Trinity
Christian College and then work-
ed in Peru for one and one- half
years as a reporter for Wycliffe
Bible Translators. Upon return-
ing to the U. S. he taught at Cove-
nant College in Lookout Mountain,
Tennessee, and now is the head
librarian at Hope College in
Holland, Michigan.
The lecture schedule is as
follows:
Tuesday, April 10
10:00 a. m. Chapel
"WycliJfe Bible Translators--
A Missions Option" (with slides)
11:00 a.m. Linguistics 201 (CIS8)
"Bible Translation -- Linguistic
Picking and Choosing"
12:00 p.rn , Linguistics 201
As above.
3:00 p.m. Public Lecture
"The Poets of the Bible-- Author-
ial Inspiration and Perspiration"
Wednesday, April 11
11 :00 a.rn, World Literature (CllS)
"Are You Really Reading Dante?"
(on translation of poetry)
3:00 p.rn, Public Lecture (CI60)
"The Gospel as Destroyer and
Preserver of Culture--An Ama-
zonian Case Study"
The classes as well as the Pub-




On Friday, March 16, at 3 p.m.
in C160, Jim Polet will present a
lecture, "Stewardship of Human
Resources Within the Firm. " The
lecture is sponsored by the Bus-
iness Dept. and the Special E-
vents Committee.
Polet immigrated to the U.S. in
19S8 from Canada. He was born
in the Netherlands in 1929 but
settled in Holland, Michigan where
he worked as 'a lathe operator in
the steel manufacturing Indnstry.
Polet has been a member of
several unions including the Christ-
ian Labour Union of America and
the United AUN Workers Union.
He sees the need for stewardship
being worked out in other ways,
however. Recently, the com-
pany Polet works for (Trans-matte)
'. Introduced a new manner of work-
'place organization which is often
referred to as "participatory man-
agement" or "workplace democrat-
ization. " This involves employee
input in most all decisions of the
firm-r-not just decisions regarding
renumeration and employment.
Having worked closely with the
company owner in this new plan,
Polet is capable of speaking about
good and bad points of this type of
organization.
Polet is currently a board mem-
ber of the Association for Public
Justice.
Polet will also be attending the
Bridge meeting, Saturday, March
17 at 12 :30 in the SUBlounge. He
will discuss labor-management
relationships '.
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columns "Inklings" Learning to pray together
SyNan ........
By Phi I Weaver
Remember, of course, that as
your Heavenly Father. God is
completely interested in every
detail of your Iife, Nothi~ is too
unimportant to bring before Him.
'with time and practice. you'll be
able to open up and truly express
your heart. This is the way to
that Intimate experience with
God that we all long for way down
deep inside. And you too will
experience that marvelous spirit-
ual uplift that fellowship with die
Lord brings. Plus die excite-
ment of seeing Him answer I
Having that mature Christian
friend there wUl encourage you.
as you hear him or her freely
pray. It's something that parents
should teach their children. But
not everyone's parents did (mine
didn't). and we must make up for
it.
One of the best things I've found
at Dordt is my prayer-partners.
I'm so delighted with the bless-
ings that have come from shar-
ing devotions that I'd like to share
my experiences with you. In
this way I hope you'll see that
praying with another person can
turn prayer from dry formality
into sheer joy.
A prayer'-partner is a dear
and trusted Christian friend that
you pray with regularly. It is
not casual but a real commit-
ment to meet together at a set
time and pray. My prayer-
partners room together in East
Hall and I go there every night
and meet with them. It is by no
means a solemn occasion. We
soctaltse, fool around, eat pop-
corn and discuss our schoolwork
and boys. Then we pray. I love
it. It always lifts my spirit up.
The past few weeks have been
spent at studies. studies and more
studies, but I'm sometimes at a
loss to know why I'm doing it. '
Occasionally I feel that the only
reason I'm staving away night
after night in the libr ary is so I
can enjoy myself on die weekend
without having a guilty conscience.
However. that is not the only
reason I'm here,
I suppose I'm at this academic
institution to receive an educa-
tion--the kind of Christ-centered
scholarship only a place like
Dordt can offer. The thing is.
I'm not always so sure that I'm
getting that education. Doubt-
less, part of that is because of
me, but it is equally true that •
this college has to realize that
education is restricted not only
to the classroom and to the li-
brary. Of course everyone in the
administration and on the staff
admits that this Istrue, yet the
evidence supporting this claim
seems to be lacking In fact. it
is this failing to see the impli-
cations of what giving a Christ-
centered education is all about
that has led to much of die mis-
understanding of the in loco
parentis' issue.
For years Dordt has been stru-
ggling with the question of how
much responslbllity it should 'have
over the lives of its students.
Dordt has adopted the attitude
that while we are attending this
institution. it wUl exert as much
influence over us as our parents
would when we're at home. This
means they set curfews, forbid
drinking on campus and prohibit
certain kinds of behavior (such
4S dancing) in public places,
Naturally. all this is done in our
best interests by a concerned
group of people who want to see
us develop into Kingdom citizens.
1, too. want to see myself de- '
velop into a Kingdom citizen, but
to do so I need some sort of gui-
dance. Unfortunately, die only
advice I am given as to what
sort of lifestyle I should have as
a Christian is found in the pages
of the Defender or else is glean-
ed from conversations with other
students who are also struggling
with the same issues. surely if
Dordt is concerned about all Of
my life being honoring to God,
shonldn't there be more of a
guideline for my lifestyle than
what is found in the Defender?
Regrettably. if one caIIs fOr
more of a guideline it is too often
equated with more rules. My,'
.mtennon is not to call fQr more
rules (far from it). Jnatead I
would like to see us being taught
how to make responsible deci-
sions and being allowed enough
freedom to implement them. For
example, instead of Dordt saying
that I should be in by midnight,
why don't they suggest that I
should be aware that I have a
responsibility to use my time
and my abtltttes, conscious that
I am walking before the face of
die Lord,
In addition, that responsiblllty
entails my being properly rested
so that I may be able to participate
effectively in my classes. Being
given a rule wtth no understand-
ing of the principle behind it is the
same as putting a chain around
the neck of a man who knows
nothing of slavery. All it does is
cause chaff and pain, where as
the man's acceptance of the role
God has chosen for him elimin-
ates die need for the chain, Ne-
vertheless. there arises a pro-
blem when' a man who is not a
slave is actually treated like one.
This is the situation many of us
feel we have been placed in.
A case in point is Dordt's pol-
icy on drinking. When I came
here I was told that it was in my
best interests not to drink on
campus because there was a $25
flne for breaking that rule. There
was no reason given. and I've
spent many a night debating over
the reasons why Dordt made that
decision. I suppose a large part
of it stems from the fact that the
administration felt it was their
duty as my surrogate parents
to protect me from die evils Of
alcohol. The problem is my
church, my parents and my con-
science do not See anything wrong
with drinking in moderation. My
parents taught me to see that
alcohol is not inherently evil,
but can be used in a responsible
manner, Dordt doesn't seem to
accept what mv parents told me.
Who am I to believe?
Granted. Dordt does allow me
to go to our local establishment
for a beer or two. but what am I
to do if I wanted something other
than beer to drink? I could drive
to a bar someplace. but I don't
have a car. nor can I condone the
Unlawful practice of drinking and
driving. That means that if I
want to have something other
than beer to drink. I have the op-
tion of breaking a state law or
breaking a Dordt rule by con-
suming alcohol on campus. Nei-
ther of these appeal to me.
No doubt many people will be
qulck to point out that if the rules
were changed, there would be
many who would not drink re-
sponsIbly. Regrettably. I have
to agree. In such cases, Dordt
could most judiciously ex ercise
its duty as substitute parents by
admonishing the offender(s) to
return to the will of the Lord.
(cf. Matt. 18:15-17 and Eph,
5:18). If this fails. expulsion
should be the result, Of course
there will be ensuing problems
for the individua1(s) concerned
but if thetr lifestyle is not truly
Christian, they must be wllling
to suffer the consequences. In
addition to this policy of expul-
sion, I feel Dordt should be
flexible enough to allow itself
the option of erasing die trans-
cript of that semester in the
same way that a police record is
cleared if there are no further
convictions after a sufficient pro-
bationary period.
I am not suggesting that this is
a complete system ready to be
implemented. however, I do
think that we should closely ex-
amine the role of Dordt College
in light ofIts in loco parentis
policy. Perhaps thIS ongoing con-
sideration of the issue will help us
all become better Kingdom citi-
zens as a result of our being here.
Ecclesia Reformata semper
Retormanaa Est.
Truly, Christianity is not merely
a legal justification for our sins
and a ticket to Heaven. It's
glortcus Spirit-IDled living and
Heavenly fellowship widl jesus
'and each other, And one of die
best ways to start to find these
amazing spiritual blessings is to
find some loved brother or sister
in Otrist and start praying with
them. Heaven is closer than you
think. Try itl
Since we pray our relationship
is remarkable; it has been sane-r
tified by the Holy Spirit. (Prayer
is a very powerful unifier and
purifier.) Consequendy. I feel
so much love and support from
diem. I also like die freedom and
joy in prayer that we've learned
to have. It has strengthened my
faith gready. Even if my day is
terrible. when I go pray with my
friends, it's a breath of Heaven.
I'm sure that anyone can bene-
fit from having a prayer-partner.
But it can be a special blessing to
anyone who is a very shy or in-
experiencedpray-er. If you are
one of these people, let me tell
you that this method is one of the
best ways to learn how to pray.
and really enjoy it.
Enjoy ~? sure, prayer is funl
But it i" something you must
learn to do, so make up your
mind to learn. It is, after all.
'the primary secret to a radiant
Christian life. •
Pucci's Pizza
First, find a good friend who is
obviously mature in the Lord and
ask him or her if you could share
devotions together, Reading the
Bible or singing a song together
first can help set the mood. At
thts point, though, you may be
feeling that you'll sound stupid if
you pray aloud or that you won't
know what to say. The answer is:
keep it simple. Say just one sen-
tence or two. Thank Him for the
day. Ask for help for tomorrow's
exam. Whatever. Prayer can
be just plain conversation.
PUCCI's (pronounced Poo'chee),
Says :Our pizza is made es-
peciall y for you with only the
finest ingredients and our
famous recipes. Please come
often. We have a great place






But we keep trying.
We sell professional quality materials
to those who will be tomorrow's professionals.
dordt college bookstore
,. r I , • , ,-
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Baseball team prepares for tour
Spring baseball training is well
under way and The Dodgers enjoy
the sunny surf of a Florida camp;
the Defenders work to stan the -
fire amongst the snowdrifts and
icicles of Dordt College. All the
players admit that it's tough to get
fired up for practice in Dordt's .
lee covered gym, but visions of
the spring break tour to the ,sun-
ny South makes it all worthwhile.
This year's baseball tour will
not be as extensive as previous
years, Coach Syne Altena explained,
''because we won 't be going into
Texas this spring .. , The tour con-
sists of five games -two in Okla - .
orna, two in Missouri, and one in
ansas -spread over a period of
8 days. Coach Syne Altena noted
that Texas generaily is consider-
ly warmer than its northern
rtnera, but also that the chances
of being rained out are greater too.
Besides, the Texan 80 degree sun
may be a bit too much of an adjust-
ment for the snow-wlIite batmen at
eb-zero Sioux Center.
Senior Dave Gritter noted that it
really is quite an adjustment to go
from warming up in a gym to play-
ing the real game outside. ''The
first time you go outside you really
haveto watch your arm, because
Jt's so easy to overdo it, " Dave
aid. Outfielders especially have
quitean adjustment to make. Ob-
"Viouslyou can practir.e J:lyballs,
-offs and throws to home in the
. The infielders can get some
actice fielding ground balls and
owingto the bases, but Gritter
ted that fielding a ball that sim-
yhops and skips over the gym's
wood floor really isn't like field-
a ball on the din where
bounce isn't so predictable.
ritter added, "practicing baseball
the gym is quite restricted and
t makes it hard to get fired up. "
Freshman Dave Vander Schaaf
s practicing in a gym for his time
his baseball career. Vander
chaat, of Sloux Center, was
doubtful concerning the spring
Weatherconditions. He said it
ouldbe a month before the De-
nders actually get out on the
ornediamond. Coach Altena said
that returning to a snow covered di-
amondafter a good tour couid be
reaf let down for his team.
Last spring the Defenders suf-
red from a lot of poor weather
onditions. That's one reason why
e tour is usually "the high point
the season", Gritter said.
VanderSchaaf himself will not
goingon the tour since he's a
ember of Concert Choir. Des-
te Vander Schaaf's involvement
bothband and choir, Coach Al-
aa is looking forward to utiltztng
Is youngpotential as much as pos-
ble, especially in hitting.
Gritter said, "The team really has
improve its hitting over: last
ar. " Along with Coach Altena,
ritter is confident that this year's
has a lot more hitting po-
ntial than last year, with the
dditionof some strong freshman
ayers. "We have more natural
ltters this year, " Gritter explained
each Altena commented by say-
g,"It takes a lot of power to hit
oughthe infield in college base-
. " The coach works hard On
nditioning his men at the be-
nning of the season and concen-
tes on batting drills to produce
e str ,...g hitters that the team needs.
cbai ...is not the slow. stand
oundsport it appears to be. It's
game of sudden quick action that
mandsinstant coordination and
unlimited movement. Conditioning
is a big pan of baseball, so the
team puts in a mile at their prac-
ti ces and does a lot of stretching
exercises to strengthen their
agility. Between time they all take
their turn in the cage with the wild
and merciless ball hurler. It sounds
like the crack of a whip as the
balls meet the bat, and the cage comes
alive as the battle between man
and machine ens ues .
Meanwhile, the real-life hurlers
are striding down their artificial
mount to build up the Defendersds-
fensive attack. Coach Altena is
especially pleased with the depth
of this year's pitching staff. He has
7 potential pitchers compared to
only 4 last year. Likewise Altena
pointed out that "the pitchers really
aren't restricted by practicing in
the gym. " In fact pitchers can get
their arms in shape better than the
-rest of the team, " Altena said,
"becaus e they can concentrate on
throwing technique instead of just
having to pitch for batting prac-
tice. "
Taking first claims to Dordt's
mount this spring will be seniors
Bill VanderWeide and Barry Mied-
ema. Vander Weide
WaSunable to play last year since
he was in Concert Choir but is
happy and optimistic about being
back. 1-Iesays the layoff hasn't
hun his arm any and that he's
anXious "to try and try it agein. "
Teammates Dave Gritter and Dan
Westra feel that VanderWeide is
probably one of the fastest and
toughest pitchers in the area.
Westra, a junior, has to have an
eye for pitchers because he's the
big man behind the plate that cleans
up everything the batters can't
handle. Vander Schaaf, who was
forced to catch in highschool, said
it's not an easy job. ''It's a diny
job with a lot of responslhllity, ;'
Vander Schaaf said, "and you have
to love baseball to love catching. "
Westra caught some for the De-
fenders last season and has a lot
of experience in the game. Westra
has coached pony league baseball
for a number of years, and his
knowledge of the game shouid be a
definite asset to the team.
Gritter commented that the team's
biggest strength was defense es-
pecially evident in their experienced
infield. Senior co-captains Steve
Groen and Dave Gritter will take
command at 3rd and 2nd bas e re-
spectively' while Sophomore Den-
nis VanZanten fills in the gap at
short stop and Senior Dave Epema
hangs up the outs at fi1:st base.
Backing them up will be outfielders'
Sophomore Bob Dejong , in left,
Freshman Scott Soodsma in center
and Senior Terry Vande Griend in
right. Bob DeJong will also be an
effective instrument in the pit-
ching staff as he baffles the batters
with his left-hand ability. Also,
designated hitter Freshman Jeff
Poppma will be standing by when
hitting becomes crucial.
Coach Altena explained that these
starters are based on their lim-
ited pre-season training. He added,
"I intend to use" lot of players
throughout the lineup since we have
so much depth and experienced
tr.lent. Players like Seniors Daryl
Vander Well and Dave Haverhals
who couldn't play last year are back
again to contribute their skills.
Similarly, Ed Katje, a Sophmore
who hasn't been at Dordt for three
years and hasn't played baseball
since his Senior year at Unity, is
back and training hard to back up
By Verlan VanEe
the catcher position. Overall, the
team consists of 22 excellent
athletes who will attempt to com-
bine their skill towards a success-
fui season.
Coach Altena, along with sev-
eral of his players, point out that
they are particuiary looking for-
ward to action at home games this
year. ''This spring we have four
I home games on weekdays-i-start-
ing at 4 p. m, " Altena noted, "This
will allow our players to miss
fewer classes, and likewise J
more students will be able to
atterrl our games ...
The second of the twilight doub-
le headers will be played under
the newly installed lights of the
diamond. Altena revealed that a
new electronic scoreboard has
been installed on the diamond and
an announcer will add to the ex-
citement of this year ls games
through the diamond's new P.A.
system.
It is nice to look ahead in an
optimistic way on the new season, •
but the Defenders realize that it's
not going to be eas y to shake cold
lack of outdoor practice as they
head into the tour. This year, how-
ever, Coach Altena has arranged
for the team to have an' outdoor
practice before their first game.
The team will leave Sioux Center
March 22 and travel to Topeka,
Kansas where they will get the
feel of things on the baseball field
at Washington University. After a
couple of hours of putting it to-
gether, the. Defenders will travel
to BanIesville, Oklo where they
will play their first game the next
day .
But the tour is much more than
just playing baseball. Coach Altena
related how the guys are usually
free at night to do as they please.
"We don't usually do any sight-
seeing, " Altena said, "but we do
attend professional indoor track-
meets, go to the COwboyHall of
Fame, and generally enjoy the cit-
les we stay in. \
On Sunday, the team plans to share
lts fellowship with a small O. P.
::hurch in Oklahoma City. Through-
Jut the tour, the team meets night-
ly for devotions and spirttual fell-
owship.
States Coach Altena, ''I always en-
courage my players not to worry
about winning or losing, but just to
worry about playing their best. "
Table-tennis tournament underway
By Rich Kok
To some of you the recent weath-
er may be boring. Snow squaUs
keep you in the confines of your
apartment or dorm. The melting
weather has you continuously by
the dryer-side as you jump or wade
across many of the livers, lakes,
and puddles formed from the re-
cent melting.
But there is one indoor activity
that will not gi.ve you wet pants or
leave you with the March blahs --
ping pong.
Freshman Rod Gorter has set up
an intramural table tournament
that began last Monday. About six-
ty-five people signed up for the
tournament in which you play the
best of 3 games in one set. The
first 3 rounds of play will be con-
ducted prior to spring break and
the final rounds will be played in
April.
Players must volley for service.
The ball must be batted three
times over the net. The player
who fails to bat the ball back loses
service and his opponent serves
the first five serves.
After these serves the other
player acquires five serves and
this serving system alternates
through the game.
The ball must be thrown at least
four inches above the table so the
ball is visible to the opponent re-
ceiving the serve. The hand ser-
vice can be more tricky for the
opponent.
The game is played to 21 points
but the winner who has 20 points
must give service to his losing
opponent in order to win the game.
There were a few girl's who part-
icipated in the tournament and one
girl, Karen Wagner, has made it
through the opening r-ound of pi c ,
Let's hope her smooth play CEl
continue to defeat some of her iale
counterparts in the upcoming' at-
ches.
Rod Gorter also Ias a winni
trophy to hand 0' It '0 the winn ~
in the final rnatcn You may a
atten d Some of tl.c se matches
checking the schedule on the .....
bulletin board.
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Rev. Haan said that the Lec-
tureship Institute directly re-
lates to the Statem ent of Purpose
of Dordt College. According- to
the Statement of Purpose, "our
central purpose as a Reformed
academic Instttution is to deve-
lop and transmit serviceable in-
sight; serviceable insight is to
be developed by way of continuing
research and scholarship (in-
cluding the Lectureship Institute)
and is to be transmitted by way
of teaching excellence and a
meaningful curriculum (includ-
ing the teaching and learning that
.goes on in the classroom and
affiliated activities). "
"The Lectureship Institute, "
said Rev. Haan, "will be a sig-
nificant witness to the distinctive
Reformed world-and-life per-
spective." He added, "one main
reason that Calvinism hasn't
taken off and has not fulfilled its
purpose is that we have'
lacked the kind of machinery to
implement it.
"What we need very badly, "
continued Rev. Haan, "is to set
up the machinery that not only
does the general work (like a
college and the churches); there
should be a group of people that
have, as their responsibility, the
ways and means of promoting
and glving direction and leader-
ship, to implementing our Re-
formed principles in society. "
The originators of the concept
also believe that the Lectureship
Institute will bridge the gap be-
tween the. college/academic com-
. munity and the general constitu-
ency.
Rev. Haan and several faculty
members who have worked on the
Lectureship Institute with him
stress that "although the Lec-
tureship Institute has an identity
of its own, in that its primary
task is the development of deep-
ened insight, it must at the same
time tie in with both the general
curriculum and Dordt's program
of faculty development." Many
faculty members have expressed
concern as to exactly how the
Lectureship Institute will relate
and fit into "the general scheme
of things. 11
"I'm generally in favor of, and
am very excited about the con-
Bids for Commons rejected
All bids have been rejected for
remodeling the Dordt Commons.
The cost of the proposed improve-
ments and new sewage lines exceed-
ed the budget by $100,000 according
to Business Manager, Bernie De Wit.
Mike Cassidy, Rev. Haan and De
Wit have served as a committee to
plan the remodeling over the past
year. They worked with a kitchen
equipment specialist from Pigler
and Company. This firm was to have
supplied a new dishwasher, but, in
light of the rejected bids, the plans
must be altered.
The original plans included a 25x
103 foot addition to the north end of
the building for storage, kitchen
space and a board conference room.
The student dining area would then
hold over 100 more students and .
the serving lines could be changed
to serve hot food last.
current kitchen facilities would be
reorganized for greater efficiency
in serving students. The plans also
included an improved ventilation
system.
"With each Commons addition
to balance the increasing enroll-
ment, nothing was done to improve
kitchen efficiency or change the
sewage system, " De Wit said.
"Remodeling is always hard.
The sewage lines will be a big
problem. They will run North-South
through the center of the Commons.
Much expensive tile will be torn up. "
De Wit added that many small
changes will be made in the plans
to adjust the cost. The major re-
modeling, the north addition, the
new dishwasher, and the new sew-
age lines will not be forfeited.
Building should begin this spring,
enclosing the north addition and
laying sewage lines. Completion





cept, " was the response of most
of the faculty. But, since many
of the details and principles of
exactly how the institute is go-
ing to be established are not
yet set out, many faculty mem-
bers have some reservations
and misgivings.
"One thing we have to watch
out for is to be sure that the
real learning and preparation
for the task in the Kingdom still
takes place in the classroom, "
was one faculty member's re-
sponse. "As long as it doesn't
~try to replace faculty efforts then
I think it's good, " was the re-
sponse of another.
A few faculty members were
questioning how the Institute will
relate to the faculty. One stated,
"if we're not qualUled to do our
own integrating and thinking,
_ then we ought not to be on the
faculty here." SOme other fac-
ulty members were not sure
how the students would benefit.
"It's good for research, it's
good for the COllege, etc., but
it isn't going to enhance the
students' education that much. "
said one faculty member. It
appears, then. tbat the basic
concept is there and has the
support of many, but as to how
exactly everything will work is
unclear.
Yes. the basic concept and ideo-
logy of the Lectureshiplnstitute is
good. The basic purpose of
. advancing scholarship and ad-
vancing the cause of the Kingdom
is to be praised. We can add to
that the fact that the Lectureship
Instittt e is a potential source of
broadening the role of the college
and helping the college to more
fully realtze its statement of
purpose.
Yet, some questions can still
be raised. How will the Lec-
tureship Institute relate to and
be implemented in the cOllege.'-
both to students and facul ty?
How will the Institute relate to
the greater Christian community7
How closely will the Lectureship
Institute work with and avoid du-
plication with other research
institutes? t.e, the Calvin Center
for Christian SCholarship at Cal-
vin C<l1lege and the Institute for
Christian Studies in Toronto.
Could the money better be used
somewhere else? By asking these
and other questions we can better
decide what role this Lecture-
ship Institute has in the Dordt
College community and the Christ-
ian community at large.
He and She Beauty Shop
Specializing in fine hairstyles.
for men and women
Susan Van Schouwen














We are looking for strong
students with high Christian
commitment. Earn the M.Phil.







aesthetics. Also offered: a
one-year Certificate in
Christian Studies.
Write for our Academic
Bulletin:
Institute for Christian Studies,
229 College Street, Toronto,




We invite you to' study
Social and Economic Theory
in 1979-80
with other Christians led by
Dr. B. Goudzwaard, Professor
at the Free University of
Amsterdam, author of
Capitalism and Progress
Aid to the Overdeveloped West
A Christian Political Option
Please send me informatiqn
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